
Errata for Vejdemo, 2017, Triangulating Perspectives on Lexical Replacement 
 

Table of contents: “4.1 Terms amd definitions” → “4.1 Terms and definitions” 
P 7: Section 2.6 is not mentioned in the brief chapter overview at the start of chapter 2. 
P. 11: “girl ‘young person’ replaced” → “girl ‘young female person’ replaced” 
P. 11: “...by Reisig (for an overview of the development of the term, see Nerlich, 2001; 1881)” → 
“...by Reisig (1881; for an overview of the development of the term, see Nerlich, 2001)” 
P. 13: “(see e.g. Ullman, (1957).” → “(see e.g. Ullman, 1957).”  
P. 15: “most notable by (1886)” → “most notable by Paul (1886)” 
P.36: “...originally gathered by Dyen et al. (1967)” → “...by Dyen et al. (1967: 84 language 
varieties) and Gray and Atkinson (2003: 3 language varieties).” 
P. 37: “P.l et al. (2007) tagged each concept with a single word class categorization for each concept 
(not each word). “ 

The dependent/independent errors in chapter 3: 
P. 43: Independent → dependent in “both with the independent variable (the rate of lexical 
replacement)”; “The independent variable, which one wishes to predict”; “skewing the 
independent variable” 
P. 44: Dependent → independent in “The dependent variables include frequency”; “All these 
dependent variables are discussed”;  
P. 49: “high correlations among many of the dependent variables” → “...independent 
variables” 
P. 50: “the model estimates the individual relationships between each predictor and the 
outcome (independent) variable while controlling for the influence of all other predictor 
(dependent) variables in the model” → “the outcome (dependent) variable”; “predictor 
(independent) variables in the model” 
P. 50: “high correlation coefficients between the several dependent predictor variables” → 
“several independent predictor variables”  
P. 59 “An ANOVA with the rate of replacement as the independent variable” → “as the 
dependent variable” 

 
P. 55: “the Kapitan (1994)who” → “Kapitan (1994) who” 
P. 57: “is bound to sustain that many” → “is bound to contain many” 
P. 60: (adjusted p<0.05) 
P.70: Levinson (2000) → Levinson (1997; 2000) 
P. 82: “...main testing session, which was carried out a few months later” → “carried out later.” 
P. 82: “the main testing sessions consisted of a best example task, a color naming task, and the color 
blindness test “→ “...of a color naming task, a best example task, and the color blindness test, in that 
order.” 
P.88: (though it exists as a non-color term in these languages… → ...non-modal color term… 
P92:  “Norwegian rosa  is a borrowing from French (rose), possibly via German and Swedish” → “via 
German, Danish or Swedish.” 
P.93: “rosarot  does not appear in the modern German data (for discussion, see Kaufmann…” → 
“...German data. For a further discussion on rosarot  in German, see Kaufmann.” 
P.96: Figure 13. Bold-faced title should read “Lyselilla  - Danish” not “Lilla  - Danish”. 
P.101: “...at some point in the middle of the 19th century → ...20th century” 
P102: “The “violet” cognate set… simile of the purple lilac flower” → …”purple pansy flower” 



P.107 “...that will follow in section 6” → “...in chapter 6” 
P108. “Another interesting rare response is skär in  Swedish” → “...is skär  in Swedish” 
P111: “PINK1 replaced RED in part of REDs denotation” → “… RED’s denotation” 
P118, Table 16: BF Lexicon: “gredeline  is often used instead of violett” → “...instead of violett” 
P119, Table 16, re Lila in SAOL 1940s through 1980s: “...lilacs , 2)...” → ...lilacs, 2)... 
P120: “Rosa  is not listed, as is its compound rosafärgad , ‘rosa colored’, but no explanation is given. 
P121: “Finally, as seen in chapter 6” → “...chapter 5” 
P125, Table 20: the table erroneously has a “1” in the cell for simple non-modified “rosa” in 1920. 
The cell should be empty. 
P.129 “...except for violet …” → “...except for violett …” 
P.131: “The interview material was gathered in the summer of 2014 with 18 older speakers of 
Swedish (median age 61) in semi-structured interviews.” After this, three additional sentences should 
be added to clarify the experiment method for the reader. “Prior to the interview, the speakers had 
done a naming task and a best example task according to the EoSS protocol for color elicitation, 
as explained in section 4.3. After the interview, the color blindness test specified by the protocol 
was administered. The results from the naming task and best example tasks for these 18 older 
speakers will be used in chapter 6.” 
P133: Ambjörnsson, 2011, p. 96 → Ambjörnsson, 2011, p. 147-154 
P133: Ambjörnsson, 2011, p. 55 → Ambjörnsson, 2011, p. 32-55 
P.137: “...compare Table 18. .Lila  is…” →  “...compare Table 18. Lila  is…” 
P.140: “(see also Juola 2003).” → “(see also Juola 2003)).” 
P151: For clarity x2 should be replaced with chi2 in the running text. 
P153: Table captions should read “plain and non-plain elements” not “non-plain elements”. 
P172: Last paragraph on gredelin : “It is not used in the 1976-1999 fiction corpora” → “It is very 
rarely used in the 1976-1999 fiction corpus” 
P174: The data in this chapter lends support to the Lindsey & Brown’s observations 
P.179: “...becoming more of a pinkish  term” → “...becoming more of a pinkish term”  
P.179: “...the term skär has undergone semantic change...” → “...the term skär… ” 


